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 Simply touch the 'Play' button to hear and instantly play any of the 1000's of chords you can play. Learn a chord - Any Song
Anytime - Offline! chordify Chords One of the most unique chord progressions in the history of music is: G7#9 C#7 C7 C#5

D5 G7 C D#5 E5 G7 C | D7 C Em6 G7 D This progression is the key to a number of rock, blues, and even jazz chord
progressions. The familiar "blue notes" (#9 and #5) in this progression gives it a bluesy feel, and it is a great thing to start

playing right away. So let's begin with the blue notes. Key of G7 The key of G7 is the same as the key of G major (the natural
scale). To determine the key, you play a G7 chord, and then play every note that is a perfect fifth (5/4) apart from the G7 chord,

starting with the next chord to the right. If there are no perfect fifths, you go up the scale. So the key of G7 is just the natural
scale, starting on the G note. The following pattern is the key of G7: The key of G7 is also where the F#m6 chord originates.

That is, the F#m6 chord is often used as the "in" chord to G7. The F#m6 chord is a nice way to get the natural scale going in the
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key of G7. The G7 chord is made up of the notes G, B, D, and E, all of which are major triads. The major triads are found in
the key of G7, so it is a great way to get started in the key of G7. E7, D#7, D7, C#5, G7, and C#5 are all major triads in G7.
They are very common and common chord sequences. Sometimes when you hear the blue notes of G7#9, C#7, and C#5, you

hear these chords called "power chords." They are called power chords because of the lower number of strings in the guitar, and
the shorter length of the strings. If you are playing a guitar, it is easier to pull the power chords down the neck with a shorter
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